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The observation that many naturally occurring or- 
ganic compounds, the macrocycles in particular, selec- 
tively bind metal ions and charged molecules stimulated 
extensive interest in this family of compounds, com- 
monly referred to as  ionophore^.'-^ Ionophores form 
metal ion complexes that are lipid soluble and thereby 
effect ion transport through lipid membranes. Due to 
these properties, ionophores play an important role in 
biological systems, in which they control the balance 
of the essential metal ions such as potassium, calcium, 
and iron. The basic function of this family of com- 
pounds in biological systems offers many possibilities 
for their use in biochemical research and pharmacolo- 

In addition, their selective binding and transport 
properties encourage their application in chemical 
analysis, separation, and ca ta ly~is .~?~ 

Natural ionophores are complex systems and are 
relatively rare. They occur in minute amounts in 
natural sources, and their synthesis, if possible a t  all, 
requires tedious multistep procedures with low overall 
yields.14 Extensive research has therefore been devoted 
to the design of synthetic compounds that have com- 
parable binding properties. These efforts led to the 
introduction of crown ethers: of cryptands? and lately 
also of ~pherands .~  Remarkable selectivity has been 
achieved with some of these synthetic compounds. 
However, they usually lacked the subtle balance be- 
tween binding, transport, and release properties that 
make the natural systems unique. 

Natural ionophores and the ionophores thus far 
prepared synthetically often make use qf different 
functional groups. While the former may contain amide 
and lactone groups, synthetic macrocycles have largely 
been based on ether and aza ring systems. When the 
ether groups in the latter are successively replaced by 
lactones, the resulting ring systems show reduced 
binding affinity.’O These differences between the 
natural and the synthetic ion carriers attracted our 
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attention and led us to examine their origin by exam- 
ining the structural regularities of synthetic model 
compounds varying in the nature and number of 
functional groups, in ring size, and in ring symmetry. 
It was hoped that this structural approach would pro- 
vide a tool for the systematic preparation of synthetic 
macrocyclic compounds that mimic the conformation 
of the natural ionophores, and thereby enable future 
preparation of artificial ionophores. The rationale be- 
hind this approach was that the potential of a macro- 
cyclic compound to serve as ion carrier may be esti- 
mated, in a first approximation, from its conformation 
in the noncomplexed state. In addition, this structural 
work was anticipated to provide an insight into the 
design of the natural systems and to help to understand 
how and why they acquire their ionophoric properties. 

This study required several series of novel macro- 
cyclic carbonyl compounds and necessitated the de- 
velopment of appropriate synthetic methods for their 
preparation. In this Account we describe the develop- 
ment of these synthetic methods and the structural 
regularities of the synthesized compounds, as deter- 
mined by X-ray analyses. The conformations of these 
compounds will be compared with those of the natural 
ionophores, in an attempt to derive preliminary 
guidelines for the design of synthetic carbonyl (amide 
and lactone) compounds that mimic the arrangement 
of naturally occurring ionophores. 
Synthesis of Macrocyclic Polycarbonyl 
Compounds 

The preparation of macrocyclic compounds is a 
challenging synthetic problem since it requires the cy- 
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clization of acyclic substrates, rather than their con- 
densation to polymeric products. Extensive research 
efforts were devoted to the development of such cy- 
clization procedures. In the past, high dilution tech- 
niques were introduced in order to prepare cyclic per- 
fume ingredients such as civetone or muscone.ll Ma- 
crolide antibiotics, on the other hand, were prepared 
by a variety of double activation techniqueP and the 
use of mercury salts as ~ata1ysta.l~ A different family 
of compounds, the aza compounds related to porphyrin, 
were prepared by using metal ions as templates,14 and 
access to the corrin family was through a remarkable, 
symmetry-allowed, photochemically induced antarafa- 
cial 1,16-hydrogen transfer and an antarafacial 1 ,5-~ , -  
a-isomeri~ation.~~ Further, specific methods, such as 
"zipper type" ring enlargements, were developed for the 
preparation of spermine and sperimidine alkaloid 
macrocycles.16 Although the value of these methods 
is apparent from the successful syntheses of a large 
variety of natural products, they are rather inapplicable 
for the systematic synthesis of polyfunctional carbonyl 
compounds composed of several identical subunits. In 
an attempt to synthesize such compounds, we devel- 
oped a novel method based on the use of silicon and tin 
derivatives as covalent  template^.^^-^^ The method 
involves binding difunctional substates around a silicon 
or tin derivative, which serves as a template for intra- 
molecular condensation. Finally the metalloid element 
is expelled. 

The selection of the metalloid elements silicon and 
tin for this purpose was based on their unique chemical 
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Figure 1. Crystal structures of tetralactones 6. 

properties, which derive from their intermediate posi- 
tion between transition metals and non-metals. Me- 
talloids form covalent bonds with many heteroatoms 
such as oxygen, nitrogen, or s ~ l f u r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and, unlike car- 
bon, can accommodate up to four heteroatoms around 
a single atom. Moreover, metalloid-heteroatom bonds 
are highly reactive and undergo substitution with 
electrophiles, such as activated carbonyl compounds, 
and insertion with isocyanates or ketenes. On the other 
hand, metalloid-heteroatom bonds are susceptible to 
hydrolysis under extremely mild conditions. The com- 
bination of these two properties, chemical versatility 
toward organic substrates and easy removal by mild 
hydrolysis, makes the metalloids versatile tools for the 
synthesis of macrocyclic products. 

In an exploratory experiment, silicon tetraisocyanate, 
Si(NC0)4, was used as a template as shown in Scheme 
I. Ethylene glycol was attached to the silicon template 
by reaction with silicon tetraisocyanate to give a spi- 
rane-type intermediate. Condensation of the latter with 
carbonyldiimidazole (ImCOIm) provided the polycyclic 
product 1, containing silicon. The silicon-nitrogen was 
easily cleaved by addition of a few drops of water to give 
the macrocyclic biuret 2.17 

The formation of the intermediate 1 and its efficient 
conversion to the macrocyclic product 2 demonstrated 
the feasibility of our approach by establishing the role 
of the metalloid element as template. However this 
example suffers from several shortcomings. The first 
step leads to competitive polymerization resulting in low 
overall yields, and the reaction scheme is restricted to 
the preparation of urea and carbamate products. In an 
attempt to overcome these limitations, other metalloid 
derivatives were screened as possible templates. After 
a series of trial reactions, silicon-nitrogen compounds 
emerged as the materials of choice for the preparation 
of nitrogen containing macrocycles, and tin-oxygen 
compounds for the preparation of oxygen-containing 
macrocycles. With these metalloid derivatives, a series 
of macrocyclic lactones and amides varying in the 
number and the location of the functional groups and 
in the ring size and ring symmetry were prepared. 

Macrocyclic Compounds with Mirror 
Symmetry 

One of the most versatile compounds for the template 
preparation of macrocyclic oxygen compounds proved 
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2Bu,SnO + ZHO-CH2CH2-OH - 

to be the distannoxane 3. This distannoxane was used 
for the preparation of both difunctional and tetra- 
functional macrocyclic compounds. 

Reaction of 3 with 1,6-diisocyanatohexane resulted 
in insertion of the azomethine bond between the tin- 
oxygen bond, providing the polycyclic intermediate 4. 
Hydrolysis of the latter gave the macrocyclic di- 
carbamate 518 (Scheme 11). Whereas reaction of dis- 
tannoxane 3 with a diisocyanate provided a difunctional 
macrocyclic compound as the only ring product, con- 
densation of distannoxane 3 with other carbonyl com- 
pounds gave tetrafunctional macrocycles. Specifically, 
diacyl dihalides reacted with 3 to provide macrocyclic 
tetralactones 6 as the sole cyclic products, as shown in 
Scheme II.19 The yields varied with the chain length 
of the acid derivative, being between 40 and 70%. 

Structural analyses of these systems, by X-ray dif- 
fraction, enabled us to distinguish between two families 
of compounds, namely those with acyl residues con- 
taining euen-numbered and odd-numbered methylene 
chains (Figure 1). In the "even" tetralactones (e.g., n 
= 4) one pair of adjacent carbonyl groups (belonging 
to the same acyl residue) was found to point below the 
plane of the ring, the other pair above the plane of the 
ring. In the "odd" tetralactones (e.g., n = 3 or 7) one 
pair of carbonyl groups (belonging to the same acyl 
residue) was found to point above and outside the 
surface of the ring, the other pair below and outside the 
surface of the ring. However, none of these systems 
defined an internal space by virtue of its carbonyl 
groups, as would be required for ion binding. 

The dependence of the carbonyl orientation on the 
interlinking chain appears to be a general phenomenon. 
Alterations of physical constants such as melting point, 
solubility, and dipole moment with chain length have 
been observed in macrocyclic diketones,= diamides, and 
d i l a ~ t a m s ~ ~  as well as in diesters and dilactones.28 
These alterations have been attributed to changes in 
the relative orientation of the carbonyl groups, as being 
either "syn" or "anti" to each other.26-28 The configu- 
rations of the lactone groups have all been found to be 
transoid, in agreement with earlier observations on 
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Figure 2. Stereoscopic view of crystal structure of tetraamide 
9 (n  = 3). 

cyclic lactones with rings containing more than nine 
members.29 

Tin compounds proved to be useful templates for the 
preparation of carbamates and lactones, but do not 
appear appropriate for the preparation of the corre- 
sponding nitrogen analogues, ureas and amides. This 
is because the preparation of the latter requires me- 
talloid-nitrogen compounds. Tin-nitrogen compounds 
are extremely sensitive to moisture and often difficult 
to prepare.30 Silicon derivatives were therefore selected 
as templates for the preparation of nitrogen-bearing 
macrocycles, since silicon-nitrogen compounds are 
sufficiently reactive.31 

Cyclic silazanes 7, prepared from dimethylbis(di- 
ethy1amino)silane and diamines, were used for the 
preparation of difunctional and tetrafunctional mac- 
rocycles. Specifically, condensation of silazane 7 with 
diisocyanates was found to give the corresponding 
macrocyclic diurea 817 (Scheme 111). None of the 
corresponding macrocyclic tetraurea was formed. 

The reaction of cyclic silazanes 7 with diacyl dihalides 
followed a different pattern. Macrocyclic diamides 9a 
or tetramides 9 were obtained, depending on the nature 
of the diamine and diacyl reactants.20 Diamines with 
even-numbered methylene chains formed macrocyclic 
diamides with even diacyl dihalides and macrocyclic 
tetramides 9 with odd diacyl dihalides. On the other 
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t e t r a l a c t o n e  t e t r a l a c t o n e  t e t r a m i d e  

n = e v e n  n =  

Figure 3. 
odd  n = odd  

hand, diamines with odd-membered methylene chains 
gave macrocyclic tetramides 9 with even diacyl di- 
halides. This product selection is believed to reflect the 
preference of even-membered over odd-membered 
macrocyclic ring systems. 

The crystal structure of the tetramide 9 (Figure 2) 
showed that its amide bonds assume alternating cisoid 
and transoid configurations. This is different from the 
arrangement observed in the corresponding tetra- 
lactones but analogous to that found in cyclic tetra- 
peptides and sa rc~s ides .~~  The carbonyl groups of the 
cisoid amide bond were found to point outside the plane 
of the ring, while those of the transoid bonds point 
toward the interior of the ring. 

The tetrafunctional macrocyclic compounds de- 
scribed so far are all characterized by “head-to-head” 
arrangements of the ester carbonyl groups (-0CO- 
(CH2),COO-) In these arrangements the molecules 
assume one of the conformations schematically illus- 
trated in Figure 3. A plus sign indicates that the car- 
bonyl group points above the plane, a minus sign that 
it points below the plane, and a zero sign that it is 
within the plane of the ring (Figure 3). 

The carbonyl groups in these systems, independent 
of the length of the interlinking chains (even or odd), 
do not define an internal cavity in the uncomplexed 
molecules, since only two of the four carbonyl oxygens 
are available for binding. It occurred to us, however, 

(32) J. Dale and K. Titlestad, Acta Chem. Scand., Ser. B, B29, 353 
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Figure 4. 

A 
Figure 5. 

‘9 
B 

that for tetrafunctional carbonyl compounds to form 
a binding cavity the mirror symmetry has to be dis- 
turbed. A priori this may be achieved in either of two 
ways: (i) by introduction of substituents or (ii) by ar- 
ranging the lactone (or amide) groups in a “head-btail” 
(-OCO(CH,),OCO-) sequence as commonly observed 
in naturally occuring ionophores of the peptide and 
depsipeptide families, instead of “head-to-head” 
(-OCO(CH2),COO-) sequence (Figure 4). 
Macrocyclic Tetralactones with Side Chains 

In systems with two side chains, two possible struc- 
tures are envisioned, those with substituents in a “syn” 
configuration (structure A), and those with substituents 
in an “anti” configuration (structure B) (Figure 5). The 
synthesis of such compounds requires the stereospecific 
introduction of two chiral residues into the ring system. 
Two chiral residues of identical configuration lead to 
one of the two possible diastereoisomers, while two 
chiral residues of opposite configuration lead to the 
other diastereomer. 

We found that such compounds may indeed be syn- 
thesized stereospecifically from chiral diol or chiral acid 
residues using tin-oxygen compounds as templates, as 
described above. For example, the dimethylated mac- 
rocyclic pimelate 11 was obtained as the sole ring 
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cH3 

14 n = l  
15 n = 2  
- - 12 n = l  a .  L -  isomer 

- 13 17.2 b. D-isomor - 
ab. LD mixture 

product upon reaction of stannoxane 10 with pimeloyl 
chloride (Scheme IV).21 

The sterespecificity observed in this reaction may be 
rationalized by the presence of dimeric complexes of 
stannoxane 10 with the methyl groups at the most 
distant positions from each other (Scheme IV). The 
association of both acyclic and cyclic tin-oxygen com- 
pounds has been found to be a general phenomenon in 
solution. This has been demonstrated by ebullioscopic 
and cryoscopic methods34 and by tin-119 NMR analy- 
s i s ~ . ~ ~  The extent of association has been shown to be 
greatly dependent on stereochemical factors, a fact that 
suggests the structures outlined in Scheme IV. Reac- 
tion of such complexes with diacyl dihalides may occur 
from each of the two faces of the complex, yielding the 
isolated product 11. 

Crystal structure determination of the dimethylated 
macrocycle 11 showed that this compound assumes the 
same conformation as the corresponding nonsubstituted 
tetralactones with acyl residues of an odd number of 
methylene groups. The carbonyl groups adjacent to the 
substituents were found to point in opposite directions, 
above and below the plane of the ring, and the carbonyl 
groups further from the substi&uents to point outside 
the plane of the ring. 

Although the pimelate ring system 11 does not have 
an internal cavity, it occurred to us that tetralactones 
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of this kind might prove to have complexing properties 
if they contain two additional binding sites through 
functionalized (ligating) side chains. The two possible 
diastereoisomers (structures A and B) would be ex- 
pected to exhibit different binding properties. In the 
“syn” isomer (A) one coordination site of the guest ion 
would remain unsaturated. Such systems could provide 
model structures for the design of catalysts, mimicking 
the active sites of metal lo enzyme^.^^ In the “anti” iso- 
mer (B), on the other hand, the coordinated ion could 
be embedded into a closed shell by the opposing side 
chains. Such systems might be useful as ion carriers. 

The preparation of such compounds with ligating side 
chains was achieved by using acidic amino acids, such 
as aspartic acid and glutamic acid anhydrides. Con- 
densation of the anhydrides 12a (or 12b) and 13a (or 
13b) with stannoxane 3 provided a single macrocyclic 
tetralactone 14aa (70%) and 15aa (50%), respectively, 
and in better than 99% optical purity21g22 (Scheme V). 

In this reaction the regiospecific formation of the 
antiparallel (rather than the parallel) arrangement in 
the products may be attributed to attack of the anhy- 
dride molecules on the stannoxane at the positions most 
distant from each other (Scheme V). 

These chiral products are representatives of general 
structure A with “syn” configuration (Figure 5). The 
preparation of the corresponding diastereoisomer with 
“anti” configuration was achieved by successive treat- 
ment of stannoxane 3 with 1 equiv each of D-N-(tri- 
fluoroacety1)glutamic anhydride (13b) and L-N-(tri- 
fluoroacety1)glutamic anhydride (13a). The isolated 
“meso” macrocycle 15ab appeared indistinguishable 
from the chiral macrocycle 15aa in its spectroscopic 
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Scheme VI 

properties. However, the different arrangement of its 
functional side chains was indicated by its binding af- 
finity toward europium ions. NMR studies showed that 
the “anti” isomer binds europium 50% more efficiently 
than does the “syn” isomer, demonstrating the different 
topologies of these two systems and the contribution 
of the side chains to the binding process. Synthetic 
macrocyclic peptides,36 crown ethers,37 and aza com- 
p ~ u n d s ~ ? ~  with ligating side chains have been described 
earlier and are often found to possess improved binding 
efficiencies. However, no comparison between com- 
pounds of different configuration (“syn” vs. “trans”) has 
to the best of our knowledge so far been put forward. 

I t  is also interesting to compare the synthetic mac- 
rocycles with ligating side chains to some of the natural 
ion carriers such as enterobactin and dimerum a ~ i d . ~ ? ~ O  
The synthetic complexing agents were designed to span 
a cavity by virtue of both side chains and ring backbone, 
whereas the above two natural siderophores span oc- 
tahedral or tetrahedral cavities with the side chains 
only. 
As indicated above, macrocyclic carbonyl compounds 

with a “head-to-head” arrangement of the carbonyl 
groups may not form internal cavities suitable for 
binding, even if they contain substituents that interrupt 
the mirror plane symmetry as in the pimelate 11. In- 
spection of naturally occurring ionophores of the pep- 
tide and depsipeptide families led us to believe that a 
“head-to-tail” arrangement of amide or lactone groups 
is necessary for a ring compound to define an internal 
cavity suitable for binding. Attempts were therefore 
made to provide access to macrocyclic ring compounds 
with rotational rather than reflection symmetry. 

Macrocyclic Polylactones with Rotational 
Symmetry 

With propiolactone as monomer and cyclic distan- 
noxane 3 as template and catalyst, a series of macro- 
cyclic polylactones with a “head-to-tail” arrangement 
of the lactone groups were prepared in an overall yield 
approaching 80% (Scheme VI, Figure 6).23 

This cyclic oligomerization represents a new method 
for the preparation of macrocyclic compounds. The 
mechanism may involve multiple insertion of propio- 
lactone into the tin-oxygen bond and subsequent ex- 
pulsion of the macrocyclic products. The established 
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Figure 6. 

reversibility of propiolactone insertion into tin-oxygen 
bonds and the possibility of multiple insertions support 
such a pathway.41 

The crystal structures of the trilactone 16 and tet- 
ralactone 17 were determined in order to compare the 
arrangement of these synthetic systems with those of 
the natural ionophores having a “head-to-tail” orien- 
tation of their functional groups. The structure of the 
trilactone 16 is given in Figure 7. It is seen that the 
backbone of the trilactone 16 adopts a crown confor- 
mation with all carbonyl groups on one side of the plane 
of the ring. The all-syn arrangement of the carbonyl 
groups found in this compound is analogous to that 
observed in many synthetic and natural macrocyclic 
polycarbonyl compounds. Tri-o-thymotide, for in- 
stance, a trilactone that forms clathrate inclusion com- 
plexes with many guest molecules, assumes a similar 
confo rma t i~n~~  as do many cyclic tripeptides, both in 
the solid state and in solution43 

Of particular interest is, however, the iron carrier 
enterobactin? the cyclic backbone of which is identical 
with that of the synthetic trilactone 16. Enterobactin 
is used by microorganisms for the transport of iron from 
the medium into the cell. Its efficiency is believed to 
be due to its high complexing power (K = and 
to the fact that it is metabolized after absorption by the 
cell, preventing the diffusion of iron back to the me- 
dium. Although no crystal structure studies of enter- 
obactin or its iron complex have been reported, NMR 
studies of this compound in solution indicate a pro- 
peller-like conformation of the aromatic residues, with 
the ring carbonyl groups pointing down from the cyclic 
ba~kbone .~  (Figure 7). The trilactone skeleton in this 
molecule probably plays a major role in directing all the 
functionalized side chains to point to the same face of 
the ring and thereby to span the desired octahedral 
cavity. 

The tetralactone 17, on the other hand, was found to 
assume a different conformation, with the carbonyl 
groups pointing alternatingly above and below the plane 
of the ring (Figure 8). In this arrangement the carbonyl 
groups span an internal cavity of tetrahedral geometry. 

(41) K. Itoh, S. Kobayashi, S. Sakai, and Y. Ishii, J. Organomet. Chem. 
10, 451 (1967). 

(42) D. R. Wilson, Chem. SOC. Rev., 7, 65 (1978), and references 
therein. 

(43) M. E. Druyan, C. L. Coulter, R. Walter, G. Kmtha, G. K. Ambady, 
J. Am. Chem. Soc., 98, 5496 (1976); G. Kartha and G. Ambady, Acta 
Crystallogr., Sect. B, 31B, 2035 (1975); C. M. Deber, D. A. Torchia, and 
E. R. Blout, J .  Am. Chem. SOC., 93, 4893 (1971). 
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ENTERORACTIN 

Figure 7. Crystal structure of trilactone 16 and solution conformation of enteroba~tin.~~ 

., 
Figure 8. Stereoscopic view of crystal structure of tetralactone 17. 

This alternating orientation of the carbonyl groups is 
analogous to that observed in many natural products 
such as the actin ionophores. The potassium carrier 
nonactin,44 for example, is characterized by a 4-fold 
rotational symmetry axis with alternating ether and 
lactone groups around the ring. The carbonyl groups 
alternate above and below the ring plane, forming an 
internal tetrahedral cavity (Figure 9). It may therefore 
be concluded that for a macrocyclic tetracarbonyl com- 
pound to form an internal cavity the presence of a Cfold 
rotational symmetry axis is essential. 

It is also significant that in both the synthetic tet- 
ralactone 17 and the natural ionophore nonactin the 
chains between the carbonyl groups contain an odd 
number of atoms (three and seven, respectively). This 
seems to be essential for such tetralactones to define 
an internal tetrahedral cavity and is supported by the 
fact that a tetralactone recently described by Okada45 
containing an even number of atoms (four) between the 
carbonyl groups fails to form an internal cavity (crystal 
structure). The influence of chain length on the ori- 
entation of carbonyl groups is also indicated by the 
behavior of difunctional macrocyclic carbonyl com- 
pounds. In these compounds, the orientation of the 
carbonyl groups assumes altematingly a "syn" or "anti" 
orientation with chain lengths alternating between 
"odd" and 

Concluding Remarks 
In an attempt to gain insight into the characteristics 

of naturally occurring carbonyl-containing ionophores, 
we have examined the structural regularities of syn- 

(44) M. Dobler, Helu. Chim. Acta, 66, 1371 (1972). 
(45) I. Tanaka, I. Tajima, Y. Hayakawa, M. Okada, M. Bitoh, T. 

M d a ,  and H. Sumitomo, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 102,7873 (1980); I. Tajima, 
M. Okada, and H. Sumitomo, ibid., 103,4096 (1981). 

PIONACTIN 

r% 
Figure 9. Crystal structure of nonactin.44 

thetic model compounds varying in the number of 
functional groups, in ring size, and in symmetry. These 
studies led to the formulation of preliminary guidelines 
as to the design of internal cavities and revealed the 
importance of ring symmetry ("head-to-tail" vs. 
"head-to-head" arrangement of functional groups) and 
of ring size (length of chains between functional 
groups). It appears that a "head-to-tail" arrangement 
of binding sites (rotational symmetry) and odd-mem- 
bered interlinking chains are necessary for a system to 
form an internal cavity and thereby to serve as ion 
carrier. Macrocyclic lactones and amides proved to be 
particularly useful model compounds for deducing such 
guidelines, since the directional properties of carbonyl 
groups add a third dimension to these ring systems and 
thereby provide sensitive probes to trace geometrical 
features. 

The neccessity of geometrically well-defined internal 
cavities for ion binding to occur has earlier been advo- 
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cated on the grounds of kinetic, thermodynamic, and 
structural studies on both and synthetic 
ion  carrier^.^*^*^^ The rules represented here may 
thereby be regarded but as preliminary structural 

guidelines toward the attainment of the desired internal 
cavities. We are currently engaged in further experi- 
mental and theoretical studies to validate these rules, 
as we believe that they may assist in the understanding - 
of natural systems and inthe design of new synthetic 
analogues. 
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The subject of catalysis as mediated by transition- 
metal agents can be separated into two fairly distinct 
areas known as heterogeneous catalysis and homoge- 
neous catalysis. Heterogeneous catalysis typically takes 
place under multiphase conditions, and in many sys- 
tems the chemical transformations occur at exposed 
metal atoms on the surface of a solid.’-3 Homogeneous 
catalysis, on the other hand, takes place in a single 
phase (usually solution), and in most cases the chemical 
transformations occur on a single metal atom in a mo- 
lecular ~omplex .~*~  Because of these basic physical and 
chemical differences, the chemistry in these areas has 
been developed fairly independently. Recently it has 
been speculated that polynuclear metal complexes 
containing metal-metal bonds (commonly referred to 
as cluster compounds)6 might serve as models for sur- 
faces and that the study of them might help to bring 
the research in these two areas closer t ~ g e t h e r . ~ - ~  
However, it is also probable that these cluster com- 
plexes will prove to have chemical and physical prop- 
erties that are unique unto themselves, and thus may 
provide the basis for the development of a new class of 
transition-metal catalysts.lOJ1 For these reasons we 
have undertaken a study of the chemistry of a series of 
triosmium carbonyl cluster complexes formed by the 
addition of a variety of smal l  heteronuclear unsaturated 
molecules to the cluster complex H20s3(CO)lo. 

The molecule H20s3(CO)lo (I) has been shown to 
contain a triangular cluster of 3 osmium atoms with 10 
linear terminal carbonyl ligands.I2 The two hydride 
ligands bridge one unusually short osmium-osmium 
internuclear separation. Electronically, the cluster 
contains 46 electrons, which is 2 fewer than the 48- 
electron closed-shell configurations characteristic of 
triangular clusters. Various theories have been ad- 
vanced to rationalize the bonding in I,l2&l3 but its most 
important feature is that it does behave chemically as 
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degree from The Pennsylvania State University in 1969 and his Ph.D. under 
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if it were electron deficient. For example, it readily 
adds donors, L (e.g., CO, phosphines, phosphites, iso- 
cyanides, etc.) (eq 1) to form 1:l adducts that contain 
the closed-shell 48-electron ~0nfiguration.l~ 
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